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We use the classification of finite simple groups to demonstrate that Conjecture
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projective conjecture hold for finite groups of p-local rank one.  2001 Academic
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1. INTRODUCTION
There are several reformulations and strengthenings of Alperin’s weight
Ž  . Ž  .conjecture see 1 . Robinson’s see 22, 4.1 uses the notion of relative
Žprojectivity albeit for ordinary characters rather than modules over a
.non-semisimple group ring to conserve information about any normal
p-subgroups present. Dade’s conjectures are formulated with a reduction
to finite simple groups in mind. Considering Robinson’s conjecture along
with an inductive invariant known as the p-local rank, it may be that an
inductive proof of this, and so too of Alperin’s conjecture could be
achieved. This paper may be regarded as a necessary step in this inductive
procedure, the proof of the p-local rank one case.
We use the classification of finite simple groups to do this, in much the
same way as Blau and Michler in their proof of Alperin’s conjecture for
Ž . Ž  .finite groups with trivial intersection TI Sylow p-subgroups see 4 .
There are two fundamental differences: the need to take account of the
defect of each irreducible character and the need to deal with the presence
1 Partially supported by EPSRC Award 95700575.
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of a nontrivial normal p-subgroup. We also feel our approach to be
 simpler than that of 4 , the use of the LyndonHoschildSerre spectral
Ž .sequence to calculate the Schur multiplier M G of a group G being an
example.
Let G be a finite group and p a prime. The conjectures we are
considering are expressed in terms of chains of p-subgroups, as described
 in 9, 18 . Briefly, we say that a p-subgroup Q of G is radical if
Ž Ž .. Ž .QO N Q , where O H is the unique maximal normal p-subgroupp G p
Žof H. We say that a chain  : Q   Q of p-subgroups of G where0 n
.   Ž .inclusions are strict has length   n and write G N Q   G 0
Ž .N Q for its stabilizer under the conjugation action of G. Write  forG n i
the p-chain Q   Q and V Q . We say that the p-chain  is0 i  0
Ž Ž ..radical if Q O N  for each i, i.e., if Q is a radical p-subgroup ofi p G i 0
Ž .G and Q is a radical p-subgroup of N  for each i 0. Writei G i1
Ž . Ž . RR G for the set of radical p-chains of G and write R G Q  
Ž . 4 Ž .R G : V Q . Write R G Q G for a set of orbit representatives under
  Ž .the action of G. Following 22 , define the p-local rank, plr G of G to be
Ž .   Ž .the length of a longest chain in R G . By 22, 7.1 , if plr G  0, then
Ž . Ž . Žplr G  1 if and only if GO G as TI Sylow p-subgroups recall thatp
x Ž ..P	H is a TI set if P P  1 whenever xH
N P .H
Ž . Ž .If NG and  Irr N the set of irreducible characters of N , then
Ž .denote by Irr G,  the set of irreducible characters of G covering .
Ž .Write irr G for the multiset of irreducible character degrees for G. If
Ž . Ž .QG is a p-group and  Irr Q , then denote by w G, , Q the
number of Q-projective irreducible characters of G covering , i.e., those
Ž .   Ž . such that  1  G : Q  1 . Dade defines the defect of a characterp p
  Ž . d Ž . to be the integer d such that G   1 p and write Irr G for thep p d
set of irreducible characters of G with defect d.
Let R be a local complete discrete valuation ring containing a primitive
  3 Ž .G th root of unity, and whose residue field k RJ R is algebraically
closed and has characteristic p. Denote by K the field of fractions of R, a
splitting field for every central extension of every section of G that we
shall be using. If B is a block with respect to this system, then define
Ž .Irr G, B to be the set of those irreducible characters which belong to B.
We combine this and the above notation freely.
Robinson’s conjecture states that:
Ž Ž Ž ...Conjecture 1.1. Let G be a finite group and  Irr O Z G . Thenp
for each p-block B of G and each non-negative integer d, we have
 k G , B ,   1 w N  , B , , V .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýd d G 
 RG
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Ž  .Dade’s projective conjecture see 10 states that:
Ž . Ž . Conjecture 1.2. Let G be a finite group with cyclic O G 	 Z G G .p
Ž .If B is a p-block of G with defect groups not equal to O G , thenp
 1 k G , B ,   0.Ž . Ž .Ý d 
Ž Ž .. R G , BO G Gp
The purpose of this article is to prove the following:
Ž .THEOREM 1.3. Eery finite group G with plr G  1 satisfies Conjec-
ture 1.1.
 By the results of 12 , Robinson’s conjecture holds for all finite groups of
p-local rank one if and only if Dade’s conjecture does. So in proving
Theorem 1.3 we also demonstrate
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1.4. Eery finite group G with plr G  1 and cyclic O G 	p
Ž . Z G G satisfies Conjecture 1.2.
 Note that by 12 we have:
PROPOSITION 1.5. If Conjecture 1.1 holds for all finite groups G of p-local
Ž . Ž . rank n or smaller and with cyclic O G 	 Z G G , then the conjecturep
holds for all finite groups of p-local rank n.
Hence in proving the conjecture for groups of p-local rank one it
Ž .suffices to verify it for groups with p-local rank one and cyclic O G 	p
Ž . Z G G . Recall that every defect group is an intersection of Sylow
p-subgroups, so in this case defect groups are either central or are Sylow
p-subgroups. If B has a central defect group, then Conjecture 1.1 states
Ž . Ž Ž ..that k G, B,   w G, B, , O G , which holds trivially since everyd d p
Ž .irreducible character of B must be O G -projective. Hence we mayp
assume that B has maximal defect. In this case the conjecture states that
k G , B ,   w G , B , , O G  w N P , B , , O GŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .d d p d G p
 w N P , B , , P ,Ž .Ž .d G
Ž .where P Syl G , since a set of representatives of the orbits of radicalp
 Ž . Ž . 4 Ž .p-chain is O G , O G  P, P . Since O G is central in G, it followsp p p
  Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..from 22, 3.2 that w G, B, , O G  w N P , B, , O G  0. Fur-d p d G p
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .ther, w N P , B, , P  k N P , B,  since P is a defect group ford G d G
B, and so in order to establish Theorem 1.3 it suffices to check that
Ž . Ž Ž . .k G, B,   k N P , B,  .d d G
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This paper is structured as follows: In Sections 2 and 3 we give a
Žreduction to a short list of cases to be checked Section 2 consisting of the
reduction and 3 dealing with the determination of the covering groups and
.with the classification . In Section 4, Conjecture 1.1 is checked for each of
the cases listed at the end of Section 3. We give an overview of the proof
and some consequences in Section 5.
2. REDUCTION TO COVERS OF AUTOMORPHISM
GROUPS OF FINITE SIMPLE GROUPS
In this section we show that we may assume that G is a covering group
of an automorphism group of a finite nonabelian simple group of p-local
 rank one. Such simple groups have been classified in 15, 28 .
Ž .Let G be a finite group with plr G  1. By Proposition 1.5 we may
Ž . Ž .  Ž .assume that O G 	 Z G G and is cyclic. Let P Syl G . Writep p
Ž .GGO G , and similarly for subgroups of G. We first need to reducep
 Ž .to the case that the maximal normal p -subgroup O G is central. This isp
standard, but we reproduce it here. The first step is to ensure that
Ž . Ž .O G 	N P . To do this we need to be able to find a noncyclicp G
elementary abelian subgroup of P, so we treat the case that the p-rank of
Ž .P, m P  1 separately.p
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that G is as aboe and that m P  1. Thenp
eery p-block of G satisfies Conjecture 1.1.
 Proof. By 13, 5.4.10 P is either cyclic or generalised quaternion. In
Ž . Ž either case PO G has trivial Schur multiplier see, for example, 16,p
. Ž . Ž  .V.25.3 , and so we may take O G  1 see 16, V.25.1 . The result thenp
 follows directly from 8, 29 .
Ž .We assume from now on that m P  1. The following lemma is wellp
known:
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.2. Under the aboe assumptions, we hae O G 	N P .p G
Proof. Consider E 	 P elementary abelian of rank 2. Since this is a2
 noncyclic abelian p-group of automorphisms of O G , by 13, 6.2.4 weŽ .p
have
  4O G  C    E  1 	N P N PŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .² :Ž .p O G 2 G Gp
and the result follows.
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that Conjecture 1.1 holds for eery finite group
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . H with plr H  1 and cyclic O H O H  Z H 	H . Then Conjec-p p
ture 1.1 holds for all blocks of finite groups of p-local rank one.
Ž .Proof. Consider a p-block B of G, where plr G  1. We have already
Ž . Ž . seen that we may assume that O G 	 Z G G and is cyclic, and thatp
Ž . Ž .m G  1, so we do so. Let P Syl G . We may suppose that P is ap p
Ž Ž ..defect group for B. Choose  Irr O G and an integer d. We mustp
Ž . Ž Ž . .show that k G, B,   k N P , B,  .d d G
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž By Lemma 2.2, O G 	N P . The p-blocks of O G in this case allp G p
are blocks of defect zero, so we identify with the unique irreducible
.character in each block covered by B form a single G-orbit. Choose a
representative  of this orbit covered by the Brauer correspondent of B
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .in N P . Then Irr G, B,   Irr G, B, ,  and Irr N P , B,  G d d d G
Ž Ž . . ŽIrr N P , B, ,  . Clifford theory gives a 11 correspondence Irr G,d G
. Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .B, ,   Irr I  , B, ,   Irr I  , B,  given by induction, whichG G
preserves character defects. We also have a 11 correspondence
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .Irr N P , B, ,   Irr I  , B, ,   Irr I  , B,  , and allG N Ž P . N ŽP .G G
correspondences are compatible with the Brauer correspondence. Hence it
Ž   Ž .suffices to assume that  is G-stable note that by 22, 7.2 , I  also hasG
.p-local rank one .
Ž  .We now apply the second Fong correspondence see, for example, 12 .
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž . There is a finite group G with O G 	 Z G G cyclic, GO G p p
ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ž Ž .. GO G ,  Irr O G and a sum of p-blocks B of G such thatˆp p
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆk G , B ,   k G , B ,  ,   k G , B ,  ,   k G , B ,  .Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆž /d d d d
Similarly
ˆ ˆk N P , B ,   k N P , B ,  ,   k N P , B ,  , Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . ˆˆž /d G d G d G
ˆ ˆ k N P , B ,  ,Ž .Ž .ˆd G
ˆ ˆŽ .where P is defined in the obvious way. Since O G is central, it followsp
ˆ  Ž .from 22, 7.3 that plr G  1, and if Conjecture 1.1 holds for every
ˆ Ž .p-block of G and it does by our assumptions , then it holds for B.
Ž . Ž . We may now assume also that O G 	 Z G G and is cyclic. Thep
Ž . Ž  .structure of GZ G is well known see 4 , but we give a self-contained
proof here.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.4. Let H be a finite group with plr H  1 and O H p
Ž .O H  1. Then there is an unique nontriial minimal normal subgroup Np
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Ž .of H. Further, N is nonabelian simple, plr N  1, and H is isomorphic to a
Ž .subgroup of Aut N , the automorphism group of N.
Ž .Proof. Let P Syl H . We note that P is not normal in H, sincep
Ž .otherwise plr H  0.
Ž .  Let N be a nontrivial minimal normal subgroup of H. Then N  1,p
Ž .since otherwise N	O H  1. Now PN is a nontrivial Sylow p-sub-p
Ž .group of N so, by a Frattini argument HN P N. Suppose that N andH 1
N are distinct nontrivial minimal normal subgroups of H. By minimality2
Ž . Ž . Ž .we have N N  1, and N 	 C N 	 C N  P 	N N  P .1 2 1 H 2 H 2 H 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since N  P is nontrivial, N N  P 	N P , and so HN P , a2 H 2 H H
contradiction. Hence N is the unique nontrivial minimal normal subgroup
of H.
 By 13, 2.1.5 either N is isomorphic to a direct product S   S of1 r
isomorphic nonabelian simple groups or N is elementary abelian. If the
 latter occurs, then N is a normal p-subgroup of H since N  1,p
Ž .contradicting O H  1. So we may assume the former. We show thatp
r 1.
 Suppose that r 1. Clearly S  1, so we havep1
S   S 	 C S 	 C S  P 	N S  P 	N PŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 r H 1 H 1 H 1 H
since S  P is nontrivial. By the same argument each S is contained in1 i
Ž . Ž .N P and N	N P , again a contradiction. So r 1 and N is non-H H
  Ž . Ž .abelian simple. By 22, 7.2 , plr N  1. It remains to show that C N H
Ž .1, so that H is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut N .
Ž .Since C N H and N is the unique minimal normal subgroup of H,H
Ž . Ž .either C N N or C N  1. Since N is nonabelian we must haveH H
the latter, and the result follows.
So far we have shown that we may, and do throughout the rest of this
paper, assume that G satisfies the following:
HYPOTHESES 2.5. G is a finite group of p-local rank one and p-rank
Ž . Ž . Ž .greater than one. Z B 	G , Z G NG and Z G is cyclic. N
Ž .NZ G is a nonabelian simple group of p-local rank one and N	G	
Ž .Aut N . Write LN .
Ž .Remark. It is important to note that Z N is central in G. This
excludes some automorphism groups of quasisimple groups which do not
Ž  .act trivially on the centre of that quasisimple group see 6, p. xxii .
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3. DETERMINATION OF THE STRUCTURE OF G
 The purpose of this section is to apply the results of 15, 28 to produce a
Ž . Ž .list of possibilities for G, and to show that Z G N i.e., that LN .
 This is important in that information in 6 is given only for automorphism
groups of covers of simple groups, rather than covers of automorphism
groups of simple groups.
Ž . ² Ž . :For a p-subgroup Q of a group H, write  H  N X  X	Q .Q, 1 H
Ž .Recall that a proper subgroup M	H strongly p-embedded if  H 	MP , 1
Ž .for some P Syl H .p
Ž .LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that O H  1. Then H has a TI Sylow p-subgroupp
Ž .P if and only if N P is a strongly p-embedded subgroup of H.H
Proof. The ‘‘only if’’ part is clear. Suppose that 1Q P is a radical
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .p-subgroup of H and that  H N P . Then N Q 	  H P , 1 H H P , 1
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..N P . So Q PN Q 	O N Q , contradicting our assumptionH H p H
that Q is radical. Hence the only radical p-subgroups of H are 1 and the
Ž .Sylow p-subgroups of H, so that plr H  1. The result then follows by
 22, 7.2 .
Ž .LEMMA 3.2. p, N is one of the following:
Ž . Ž 2 Ž 2 m1..a 2, B 2 , m 12
Ž . Ž 2 Ž 2 m1.. Ž Ž .. Ž 2 Ž .. Ž .b 3, G 3 , 3, PSL 4 , 3, G 3 , 3, M , m 12 3 2 11
Ž . Ž 2 Ž .. Ž 2 Ž .. Ž .c 5, B 32 , 5, F 2 , 5, McL2 4
Ž . Ž .d 11, J4
Ž . Ž Ž m.. Ž Ž m..e p, PSL p , p, PSU p , m 12 3
 Proof. For p 2 this is Theorem 1 of 28 . Suppose that p is odd.
  Ž .Then N has a strongly p-embedded subgroup. So by 15, 24.9 , p, N is
Ž . Ž .   Ž .one of the pairs listed or 5, M or p, A . By 15, 24.2 ,  N 22 2 p Q, 1
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .N Q for Q Syl N when p, N is 5, M or p, A , so byN p 22 2 p
Lemma 3.1 in these two cases N cannot have TI Sylow p-subgroups. Also
  Ž . Ž .by 15, 24.2 ,  N N Q for each of the remaining cases, so theQ, 1 N
result holds by Lemma 3.1.
We show that it is nearly always the case that the outer automorphisms
 in G are p-regular. The argument used is essentially that used in 30 .
2 Ž  . Ž . Ž Ž . . ŽLEMMA 3.3. p, G : N  1, except when p, N  3, G 3 or 5,2
2 Ž ..B 32 .2
Proof. Suppose first that p 2. Then the result follows from Theorem
 2 of 28 .
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2 2Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž Ž ..Assume now that p 2 and that p, N  3, G 3 or 5, B 32 . By2 2
 6 , N has a p-regular outer automorphism group except when possibly
Ž . Ž Ž m.. Ž Ž m.. Ž 2 Ž 2 m1..p, N  p, PSL p , p, PSU p , or 3, G 3 . In each of2 3 2
these cases an outer automorphism of p-power order must be a field
automorphism, i.e., a power of the Frobenius map 	 : x x p.
Ž .Assuming that N is one of these classes of groups, let P Syl G andp
 Q PN. We assume that p  G : N and derive a contradiction.
Let g P be a field automorphism of order p. Then g fixes a nontrivial
proper subfield of  , say  , where  is the field of definition of N as aq t q
group of Lie type. Hence g fixes a subgroup T of N isomorphic to
2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž² :.PSL  , PSU  , or G  , respectively, so that T	 C g  C g2 t 3 t 2 t G G
Ž² :. Ž² :. Ž .	N g . But N g 	N P since G has TI Sylow p-subgroups, soG G G
Ž . Ž . Ž .T	N P NN P . But N P is of the form PB, where B isG N N
Ž . Ž .abelian, so N P is solvable, a contradiction since N P contains theG G
nonabelian simple group T and subgroups of solvable groups must be
solvable.
2 2Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž Ž ..    When p, N  3, G 3 or 5, B 32 , by 6 we have G : N  p.2 2
Ž .We now aim to show that LN. We first treat the p-part of Z G ,
then the p-part. To do this we need to recall some results concerning
ŽSchur multipliers we thank Burkhard Kulshammer for suggesting the use¨
of the LyndonHochschildSerre spectral sequence, giving a more general
 .result than our original reference 3 .
LEMMA 3.4. Let X and Y be finite groups with X	 Y.
Ž .  i Suppose that Y : X is not diisible by p and the Schur multiplier
Ž .  Ž . M X is a p -group. Then M Y is also a p -group.
Ž . Ž .ii Suppose that X Y, X is perfect, and that M YX  1. Then
Ž . Ž .M Y is a homomorphic image of a subgroup of M X .
Ž .  Proof. i This is a special case of 14, 4.229 .
Ž .ii Taking  to be the trivial G-module, the LyndonHochs-
childSerre spectral sequence gives a short exact sequence
YX2 21H Y , H X ,Ž . Ž .
1Ž . Ž  . nŽ .since H X,  1 see 2, p. 192 . The duality between H 
, and
Ž .H 
, then gives usn
YXH X , H Y ,  0.Ž . Ž .2 2
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TABLE I
Ž . Ž .Schur Multipliers of Groups of Automorphisms of PSL 9 and PSL 42 3
Ž . Ž .G M G G M G
Ž . Ž .PSL 9 C PSL 4 C  C  C2 6 3 4 4 3
Ž . Ž .PSL 9 .2 C PSL 4 .2 4 C  C  C2 1 2 3 1 2 2 3
Ž . Ž .PSL 9 .2 C PSL 4 .2 C2 2 2 3 2 4
Ž . Ž .PSL 9 .2 C PSL 4 .2 C2 3 3 3 3 4
2 2Ž . Ž .PSL 9 .2 C  C PSL 4 .2 C  C2 2 2 3 2 2
Ž .   Ž .LEMMA 3.5. i If p  G : N , then Z G  1.
Ž .   Ž Ž ..ii If p G : N and O Z G  1, then LN.p
Ž .   Ž .Proof. i By 6 the Schur multiplier M N is trivial in these cases, and
 G : N  p. Then since GN is cyclic we may apply Lemma 3.5, and
Ž .M G  1 as required.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..ii By Lemma 3.5 if O M N  1, then O M G  1, so wep p
Ž Ž ..  need only consider those cases where O M N  1. By 6 this occursp
2Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..only when p, N  2, PSL 4 , 2, B 8 , 3, PSL 9 , or 3, PSL 4 .2 2 2 3
Ž .If GN is cyclic, then by Lemma 3.4, M G is a homomorphic image of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a subgroup of M N . But Z L 	 Z G , so in this case Z L  Z G , and
LN as required. Hence we may assume that GN is noncyclic. This
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..occurs only when p, G  3, PSL 9 or 3, PSL 4 . In this case, the2 3
MAGMA package may be used to compute the Schur multipliers of the
Ž . Ž .relevant automorphism groups of PSL 9 and PSL 4 , and we give these2 3
in Table I. From this it is clear that when GN is noncyclic, we have
Ž Ž ..O Z G  1.p
 The following is essentially Lemma 3.5 of 4 .
Ž .LEMMA 3.6. Let B be a p-block of a finite group X with Z X p-regular.
 Ž .Let V be a cyclic p -group containing Z X and let A XV be a central
Ž .product with V X Z X . Suppose that B is a p-block of A coering B.1
Then Conjecture 1.1 holds for B if and only if it holds for B .1
Proof. Fix an integer d. The irreducible characters in B all lie over a1
Ž Ž .. Ž . single  Irr VZ X since VZ X is a normal p -subgroup. Since
Ž . Ž  . Ž . Ž .V	 Z A and p, A : X  1 we may identify R X X and R A A,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and N  N  V for each R X , with N   V Z X .A X X
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Fix R X . Since N  N  is cyclic and each  Irr N A X X
Ž . Ž Ž .is N  -stable, by Clifford’s Theorem taking N  as our normalA X
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.subgroup we have a 11 correspondence
Irr N  ,   Irr N  .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .d A d X
This takes V -projective characters to V -projective characters and is also 
Žcompatible with p-blocks and with the Brauer correspondence this time
Ž .by considering VZ X as our normal subgroup and applying the second
.Fong correspondence. Hence we have a 11 correspondence
Irr N  , B  Irr N  , BŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .d A 1 d X
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .and w N  , B , V  w N  , B, V . The result follows.d A 1  d X 
Finally we complete the proof that we may assume that LN. Suppose
Ž  . Ž Ž ..that G satisfies Hypotheses 2.5 and that p, G : N  1, O Z G  1.p
  By 6 , GN is a product of two cyclic p -groups. Let N TG, where
Ž .TN and GT are cyclic. Write W for the central extension of TZ G by
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T  Z G such that W	 T. We have Z L 	 Z W 	 Z G . The proof
 of the following is based on 4, 3.6 .
LEMMA 3.7. Let G be as aboe. Then there is a finite group H satisfying
Ž . Ž .i Z H 	 LH,
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .ii O H  Z H 	H , Z H is cyclic and O H  1,p p
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii C L  Z H  Z L ,H
Ž . iv HL is a p -group,
Ž .v Conjecture 1.1 holds for G if and only if it holds for H.
Ž .Proof. Choose uG such that uWZ G  uT generates the cyclic
 Ž . m Ž . mp -group GWZ G GT of order m. Hence u WZ G , say u  wz
Ž .  Ž .where wW, z Z G . Let V be a cyclic p -group such that Z G 	 V,
and containing an element   V such that  m  z. Write AGV,
Ž .where we identify Z G with G V.
1 ² :Setting h u  A, define H W, h  A. Now
A GV G G
  
WV WV GWV WZ GŽ .
and hWV has order m, so hWV generates AWV. Hence AHV with
Ž . 1Z H and VH identified. Clearly LW. Since h u and  
Ž . Ž .Z A , conjugation by h induces the same outer automorphism on L as
does u. Hence
C L  C L  Z W W Z G W G V W VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H W
H V Z H .Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Now by Lemma 3.5, Z W  Z L , so Z H  Z L as required. It is
 Ž . Ž .clear that HL is a p -group, O H  Z H H V is cyclic, andp
Ž .O H  1. The result now follows from Lemma 3.6.p
To summarize, in order to prove Theorem 1.3, it suffices to assume
Hypotheses 2.5 and LN; i.e., G is an automorphism group of the
quasisimple group N:
PROPOSITION 3.8. Suppose that G is as in Hypotheses 2.5 and LN.
Ž .Then one of the following possibilities for p, N occurs:
Ž . Ž Ž m.. Ž Ž m.. Ž Ž m.. Ž Ž m..a p, PSL p , p, SL p , p, PSU p , p, SU p , m2 2 3 3
 1.
Ž . Ž 2 Ž 2 m1. Ž 2 Ž 3. Ž Ž ..b 2, B 2 , m 1, 2, 2. B 2 , 2, 2.PSL 4 .2 2 2
Ž . Ž 2 Ž m. Ž 2 Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..c 3, G 3 , m 1 odd, 3, G 3 , 3, PSL 4 , 3, 2.PSL 4 ,2 2 3 3
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž3, 3.PSL 4 , 3, 4 .PSL 4 , 3, 4 .PSL 4 , 3, 6.PSL 4 , 3, 12 .3 1 3 2 3 3 1
Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .PSL 4 , 3, 12 .PSL 4 , 3, 3.PSL 9 , 3, 6.PSL 9 , or 3, M .3 2 3 2 2 11
Ž . Ž 2 Ž 5.. Ž 2 Ž .. Ž . Ž .d 5, B 2 , 5, F 2 , 5, McL , or 5, 3.McL .2 4
Ž . Ž .e 11, J .4
  Ž . Ž 2 Ž .. Ž 2 Ž 5..Further, p  G : N only when p, N  3, G 3 or 5, B 2 .2 2
4. CHECKING THE CONJECTURE
In this section we verify Conjecture 1.1 for the groups listed in Proposi-
 tion 3.8. Part of this has already been done for us in 4 , since Conjecture
1.1 is equivalent to that handled in that paper for p-blocks of finite groups
with abelian TI Sylow p-subgroups:
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let B be a p-block of a finite group G with TI Sylow
p-subgroups. If B has abelian defect groups then B satisfies Conjecture 1.1.
Ž   .Proof. It suffices to consider p-blocks B of defect a log G . Letpp
Ž .   Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .P Syl G . By 4 we have k G, B  k N P , B and k G, B p G a
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž . .k N P , B . Ito’s theorem then gives k G, B  k N P , B a G a a G
Ž Ž . . Ž .k N P , B  k G, B , so all the irreducible characters of B have heightG
zero. The result follows.
The following result will prove useful:
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2 Robinson . Let B be any p-block of any finite group H
Ž . Ž . Ž .with O H 	 Z H . If Z 	 Z H , then denote by G the image under thep 1
natural homomorphism GGZ . Denote by B the unique p-block of G in1
the image of B under the extension of this map to RG. There is a natural 11
Ž . Ž .correspondence R G  Z GR G, Z G.
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Suppose that for eery such Z1
 1 k N  , B  0Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý d G
Ž . R G , Z G
for eery integer d. Then
 1 k N  , B ,   0Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý d G
Ž . R GZ G
Ž .for eery integer d and eery  Irr Z .
 Proof. See the comments at the end of 25, Sect. 1 , noting that we may
Ž  .replace N by R see 24, 1.1 .
 The following lemma is a simple extension of 4, 2.1 , and can be proved
using the same well-known consequence of Brauer’s second main theorem:
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.3. Let G be a finite group with plr G  1 and O G 	 Z G .p
Ž .Let B be a block of G with defect group P Syl G . Denote by B the uniquep
Ž .p-block of GGO G corresponding to B. Thenp
k G , B  k N P , B  O G  l G , B  l N P , BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .G p G
 k G , B  k N P , B .Ž .Ž . Ž .G
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 4.4. Conjecture 1.1 holds for G when p, N  3, M ,11
Ž . Ž .5, McL , and 11, J .4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. If p, N  3, M , then GN since M M Out M 11 11 11
1. M has abelian Sylow 3-subgroups, so Conjecture 1.1 holds in this case11
by Proposition 4.1.
Ž . Ž .  If p, N  11, J , then again we have GN. By 21 the principal4
Ž .11-block B is the only 11-block of J of positive defect. Let P Syl G ,0 4 p
  3   Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .so P  11 . By 21, p. 69 , k N P , B  42, k N P , B  7, and3 G 0 2 G 0
Ž Ž . .   Ž . Ž .k N P , B  49. By 6, p. 188 , k G, B  42, k G, B  7, andG 0 3 0 2 0
Ž .k G, B  49. So Conjecture 1.1 holds in this case.0
Ž . Ž .Now suppose that p, N  5, McL . The conjecture has been verified
Ž  .  independently in this case by Murray see 20 . By 6 the outer automor-
phisms of McL do not act trivially on the centre of 3.McL, so by the
remark following Hypotheses 2.5 we do not have to consider the group
3.McL.2. Hence GMcL, 3.McL, or McL.2. First suppose that GMcL.
 By 21 , McL has just one p-block B of positive defect. It follows from the0
  Ž . Ž .character tables given in 6, 21 that for P Syl G we have k G, B 5 3 0
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž13 k N P , B and k G, B  6 k N P , B this accounting3 G 0 2 0 2 G 0
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for all the irreducible characters of B and its Brauer correspondent in0
Ž ..N P .G
Ž . 12Suppose that G 3.McL. Then N P has the form 3.5 : 3 : 8, whereG 
12 3 Ž .5 is the nonabelian group of order 5 and exponent 5. Now C P  G
3.512, so G has three 3-blocks B , B , B of positive defect, each lying 0 1 2
Ž Ž ..  over a distinct  Irr Z G , B the principal 3-block. By 6, p. 101 ,0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k G, B  k G, B  13, k G, B  k G, B  6, and k G, B 3 i 3 0 2 i 2 0 i
Ž .  k G, B  19 for each i. It follows from 16, V.25.2, V.25.3; 17, 2.4.9 that0
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž ..M N P Z G  1, so each  Irr Z G extends to an irreducibleG
Ž . Ž Ž . .character of N P , and irr N P , B is the same for each i. SinceG G i
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž . .irr N P , B  irr N P Z G , B and Irr G, B  irr GZ G , B ,G 0 G 0 0 0
it follows that Conjecture 1.1 holds for each B .i
It remains to demonstrate the conjecture for GMcL.2. This has just
Ž .one 5-block B of positive defect. The character degrees of N P are0 G
  Ž Ž Ž . . given in full in 4 irr N P , B  8 1, 10 2, 4 20, 2 24, 2G 0
4.  40 . Comparing these to the character degrees given for G in 6 gives the
required result.
2 Ž . Ž Ž . .PROPOSITION 4.5. G satisfies Conjecture 1.1 when p, N  3, G 32
Ž 2 Ž 5..or 5, B 2 .2
2 2 25 5 5Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. If p, N  5, B 2 , then G B 2 or B 2 .5. Since2 2 2
2 Ž 5.B 2 has cyclic Sylow 5-subgroups we need only to consider G2
2 Ž 5. Ž .   Ž .B 2 .5. Let P Syl G . By 6, p. 77 , N P has the form C : C and2 5 G 25 20
C acts on C with orbits of length 1, 4, and 20. Hence by Brauer’s20 25
Ž  . Ž .theorem see, for example, 7, 11.9 C acts on Irr C with three orbits,20 25
which by counting must have lengths 1, 4, and 20. Hence by Clifford’s
Ž Ž ..  4 Ž .Theorem irr N P  20 1, 5 4, 1 20 . We have C P 	 P, so GG G
 has only one 5-block B of positive defect. By the character table in 6 we0
Ž . Ž . Ž .get k G, B  25, k G, B  1, and k G, B  26, so Conjecture 1.1.3 0 2 0 0
holds for G in this case.
2 2 2 2  Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž . Ž .If p, N  3, G 3 , then G G 3 or G 3 . Since G 3 has2 2 2 2
2 Ž .cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups we need only to consider G G 3 . Let P2
Ž .   Ž .Syl G . By 6, p. 6 , N P has the form C : C and C acts on C with3 G 9 6 6 9
Ž .orbits of length 1, 2, and 6. Again by Brauer’s theorem C acts on Irr C6 9
with three orbits, which by counting must have lengths 1, 2, and 6. Hence
Ž Ž ..  4 Ž .by Clifford’s Theorem irr N P  6 1, 3 2, 1 6 . We have C PG G
	 P, so G has only one 3-block B with defect group P. By the character0
  Ž . Ž . Ž .table in 6 we get k G, B  9, k G, B  1, and k G, B  10, so3 0 2 0 0
Conjecture 1.1 holds for G in this case.
Ž . Ž Ž ..PROPOSITION 4.6. G satisfies Conjecture 1.1 when p, N  2, PSL 4 ,2
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..2, PSL 9 , and 3, PSL 4 .2 3
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Ž . 3  Ž Ž .. Proof. In each of these cases P Syl G has order p and O Z Gp p
 p so that P is extraspecial. Let B be a p-block of G with P as a defect
Ž Ž ..group. Write GGO Z G and let B be the block of G correspond-p
Ž Ž ..ing to B. Since PO Z G is abelian, Conjecture 1.1 holds for B byp
Proposition 4.1. The result now follows by Lemma 4.3 and Proposition 4.2,
Ž Ž ..observing that the irreducible characters of both G and N P of defectG
Ž .two are precisely those covering nontrivial linear characters of O G .p
For the remaining cases we need to consider the action of the Frobenius
automorphism on a group of Lie type. We need the following three results
  Žfound in 4 the proof of the third is a trivial extension of the proof given
 .in 4 . We include them here in order to establish the necessary notation:
2 Ž 2 m1. 2 Ž 2 m1. Ž m.LEMMA 4.7. Let N G 3 , B 2 , or PSU p , where m2 2 3
Ž .0. Then the outer field automorphisms of N consist of automorphisms of the
form 	 r, where 	 is the Frobenius automorphism x x p. Suppose that
Ž m. rr  2m 1 in the first two cases or r  2m if N PSU p . Then 	 fixes3
precisely pr p-regular conjugacy classes of N.
LEMMA 4.8. Let A be a finite group acting on two sets S and S as a1 2
Ž .  a 4 permutation group. For H	 A, write f H  s S  s  s aHS ii
Ž .  Ž . 4 and m H  s S  C s H .S i Ai
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .If f H  f H for all H	 A then m H m H for all H	 A.S S S S1 2 1 2
LEMMA 4.9. Let H	G E, where H E and EG is cyclic and
p-regular. Suppose further that for a generator y E of EG we hae
   ² : E : G  H y : H . Let B be a p-block of G and b a p-block of H, with
Žboth B and b stable under the action of y. Let d be an integer. Then if in the
. Ž . Ž .notation of the preious lemma f C  f C for each sub-I r r ŽG , B . I r r Ž H , b.d d
² : Ž . Ž ² : .group C of y , then k E, B  k H y , b , where B , b is the collec-d 1 d 1 1 1
² :tion of p-blocks of E, H y coering B, b, respectiely.
The analogous result holds when we consider Brauer characters instead of
ordinary characters.
We continue checking the cases given in Proposition 3.8.
Ž . ŽPROPOSITION 4.10. Conjecture 1.1 holds for G when p, N  2,
2 Ž 2 m1..B 2 , m 1.2
2 Ž 2 m1.Proof. In this case G B 2 .C , where t  2m 1, or G2 t
2 Ž 3. Ž 2 Ž 3. . 2 m12. B 2 there is no finite group of the form 2. B 2 .3 . Write q 2 .2 2
 The first part of the proof is 4, 6.3 .
2 Ž 2 m1. Ž . First suppose that G B 2 .C , and let P Syl G . By 27, p.2 t 2
 Ž .107 and since the outer automorphisms are field automorphisms, C PG
	 P and so G has only one 2-block B of positive defect. By 27, pp. 126,0
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 Ž Ž ..  mŽ .4 142 , irr N P  q 1 1, 1 q 1, 2 2 q 1 , and by 27, p.N
 Ž .  2 2 Ž m1. Ž141 , irr N  1 1, 1 q , q2 1 q  1, q 2 4 q
m1 .Ž . Ž m1. Ž m1 .Ž . mŽ2  1 q 1 , q 2 4 q 2  1 q 1 , 2 2 q
.4 Ž1 the only 2-block of defect zero being that consisting of the Steinberg
.character .
Write 	 : x x 2 for the Frobenius map, and let r  2m 1 so that 	 r
generates a subgroup of C . Note that every 2-regular outer automorphismt
of N can be described in such a way. By Lemma 4.9 it suffices to show that
Ž² r:. Ž² r:. rf 	  f 	 for each choice of 	 .I r r Ž N , B . I r r ŽN Ž P ., B .d 0 d N 0
By Lemma 4.7, 	 r fixes 2 r 2-regular conjugacy classes of N. By examina-
tion of the character table 	 r fixes the 2-singular conjugacy classes of N.
Hence 	 r fixes 2 r 3 conjugacy classes of N, and so 2 r 3 irreducible
Ž .characters including the Steinberg character by Brauer’s theorem. Hence
Ž² r:. r rf 	  2 , since 	 must fix the three irreducible charactersI r r Ž N , B .4 m2 0
of N of even degree.
Ž .  r rNow N P  PW where W  . Hence 	 fixes 2  1 of the q 1N q
Ž . r2-regular conjugacy classes of N P , and so 2  1 Brauer characters ofN
Ž . r r ŽN P . But 	 fixes 2  1 Brauer characters of N excluding the Stein-N
. Ž² r:. Ž² r:.berg character , so f 	  f 	 and by LemmaIB r Ž N, B . IB r ŽN Ž P ., B .0 N 0
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .4.9, l G, B  l N P , B . Hence by Lemma 4.3, k G, B 0 G 0 0
Ž Ž . .k N P , B . Since all but one of the irreducible characters of height oneG 0
Ž . Ž² r:. rof N P are linear, it follows that f 	  2 . So byN Ir r Ž N ŽP ., B ..4 m2 N 0
Ž . Ž Ž . .Lemma 4.9, k G, B  k N P , B . The result follows in this4 m2 0 4 m2 G 0
Ž .case since all positive height characters of N, N P have the same defect.N
2 Ž 3.Finally suppose that G 2. B 2 . Then the result follows from the2
first part of the proof, Lemma 4.3, and Proposition 4.2, observing that the
Ž Ž . .irreducible characters of both N P and G of defect 7 are preciselyG
Ž .those covering the trivial character of Z G .
Ž . ŽPROPOSITION 4.11. G satisfies Conjecture 1.1 when p, N  p,
Ž m.. Ž 2 Ž . .PSL p or 5, F 2 , m 1.2 4
Proof. In each case G has abelian Sylow p-subgroups and the result
follows by Lemma 4.1.
Ž . ŽPROPOSITION 4.12. G satisfies Conjecture 1.1 when p, N  3,
2 Ž 2 m1.G 3 , where m 0.2
Proof. Note that NN. Let 	 be the Frobenius map as in Lemma 4.7
and let r be an integer dividing 2m 1 such that 	 r generates a subgroup
Ž .GN. Let P Syl G and let B be the unique p-block of N of positive3 0
  Ž² r:. Ž² r:.defect. Then by 11 we have f 	  f 	 ,I r r Ž N, B . I r r Ž N Ž P ., B .6 m3 0 6 m3 N 0
Ž² r:. Ž² r:. Ž² r:.f 	  f 	 and f 	 I r r Ž N , B . I r r Ž N Ž P ., B . I r r Ž N , B .5m3 0 5m3 N 0 4 m2 0
Ž² r:.f 	 , this accounting for all the irreducible characters inI r r Ž N ŽP ., B .4 m2 N 0
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Ž .B and its Brauer correspondent in N P . The result then follows from0 N
Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9, since there is an unique p-block of G covering B .0
mŽ .It remains to verify the conjecture when N PSU p . The case3
  Žwhere GN has been treated in 19 where Dade’s conjecture is verified
.for all unitary groups in the defining characteristic , and a less detailed
 conjecture has been verified for G in 4 . It suffices in demonstrating
Conjecture 1.1 for these groups to show that all irreducible characters in
Ž .p-blocks of positive defect of N P and G have one of two defects, sinceG
 the conjecture will then follow from 4 .
We determine the irreducible characters of a Sylow p-subgroup P of N.
Let q pm, m 1.
Ž . 2LEMMA 4.13. Let P Syl N . Consider the automorphism of  de-p q
q 3 Ž .fined by   . P has order q , and we may label its elements as x t, u ,
where t, u  2 and u uq t q1, with multiplication gien byq
x t , u x t , u  x t  t , u  u  t qt .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .  Ž . q 4  Ž . Z P  x 0, u  u u and Z P  q.
Proof. The characterization and multiplication of the elements of P
 follow from 5 , so that
1 q1x t , u  x t ,u t  x t , u  P ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
and conjugation in P is given by
1 q qx t , u x t , u x t , u  x t , u  t t  t t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2
Ž .2 2Denote by  :    the additive homomorphism given by    q q
q  Ž .    3 Ž . Ž . q . ker   q, so P  q . Suppose that x t , u  Z P . Then t t 2 2 2 1
q Ž .  Ž . 2t t for all t   . So t  0 and u  ker  . Hence Z P  q.1 2 1 q 2 2
LEMMA 4.14. P has q conjugacy classes of length one and q2 1 of
length q.
Ž .Proof. In Lemma 4.13 we saw that Z P has order q and consists of
Ž . qelements of the form x 0, u , where u u. This gives us the q conju-
gacy classes of length one.
Ž . Ž .Now suppose that x t , u  P, t  0. Suppose that x t , u 2 2 2 1 1
Ž Ž .. q q q1C x t , u . Then t t  t t . Assume that t  0. Then we want t P 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1
t q1. This has q 1 solutions for each t , and so t can take q values in2 2 1
 Ž Ž ..  2 22 . So C x t , u  q , and we have found the remaining q  1q P 2 2
conjugacy classes.
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Ž Ž ..We use the action of P on Irr Z P to calculate the degrees of the
irreducible characters of P.
Ž .  2 Ž . 4LEMMA 4.15. irr P  q  1, q 1  q .
Proof. Consider  2 as an n 2m-dimensional vector space over q p
Ž . Ž Ž ..2and write   as   , . . . ,  . Denote the elements of Irr Z P asq 1 n
Ž . Ž .2 , y  , where, for x 0, u  Z P , we havey q
n
2 u y  i pk k x 0, u  e .Ž .Ž . Ły
k1
Ž .Each  is stable under the action of P. Note that for all x t , u ,y 1 1
Ž .  Ž . Ž . Ž q q . x t , u  P, we have x t , u , x t , u  x 0, t t  t t , so P 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2
Ž . 2Z P . Hence P has q linear characters, namely those which are exten-
sions of  .0
 Ž .2Fix   , y  . Since I   P, there is a degree-preserving 11y q P y 
Ž . ŽŽ . . Ž .correspondence Irr P,   Irr PZ P ,  , where PZ P is a cen-Ž . Ž .ˆ 
Ž . Ž ŽŽ ... ŽŽ ..tral extension of PZ P ,  Irr Z PZ P , and Z PZ P is aŽ . Ž .ˆ
Ž .cyclic p-group. PZ P is elementary abelian and so has elementary
 ŽŽ .. abelian Schur multiplier. Hence Z PZ P  p. Again since we can-Ž .
not extend  to an irreducible character of P, we have  1 and soˆ
Ž . 2irr P,  is independent of the choice of y  . Hence all the nonlineary q
irreducible characters of P have the same degree and the result follows.
PROPOSITION 4.16. Eery p-block of G satisfies Conjecture 1.1 when
mŽ .N PSU p , m 1.3
Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.15 that every irreducible character of
Ž .  N P has defect 3m or 2m. By the character table in 26 every irre-N
ducible character of N has defect 3m, 2m, or zero. It follows from Lemma
Ž .   Ž .3.3 that the same can be said for N P and G. By 4 , k G, B G 3m
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž . .k N P , B and k G, B  k N P , B for every block B of positive3m G G
Ž . Ž Ž . .defect. It hence follows that k G, B  k N P , B and we are done.2 m 2 m G
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By Proposition 1.5 it suffices to verify the
Ž . Ž .conjecture for p-blocks B of finite groups G with cyclic O G 	 Z G p
 Ž . Ž .G and plr G 	 1. Hence we may assume that plr G  1, and so
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Ž .GO G has TI Sylow p-subgroups. In this case Conjecture 1.1 statesp
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..that k G, B,   w G, B, , O G  w N P , B, , O G d d p d G p
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .w N P , B, , P , where P Syl G . If B has defect group O G ,d G p p
then the conjecture holds trivially. Hence we may assume that B is a
Ž .p-block of maximal defect, so we have only to check that k G, B,  d
Ž Ž . .k N P , B,  . By Proposition 2.1, Conjecture 1.1 holds for every suchd G
Ž .p-block when PO G has p-rank one. Hence we may assume thatp
Ž . Ž . Ž .PO G has p-rank strictly greater than one, and so O G 	N P byp p G
Ž . Ž .Lemma 2.2. By Proposition 2.3 we may then assume that O G 	 Z Gp
 Ž . Ž . Ž . G and is cyclic. So Z G O G O G 	G and is cyclic.p p
By Lemma 2.4 there is a unique normal subgroup N of G minimal such
Ž . Ž .that it strictly contains Z G . The factor group NZ G has TI Sylow
Ž . Ž .p-subgroups and is nonabelian simple. Further NZ G 	GZ G 	
Ž Ž .. Ž .Aut NZ G . Lemma 3.2 gives a list of the possibilities for NZ G using
the classification of finite simple groups. By Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.5, and
Ž  .Proposition 4.5 we may assume that p, G : N  1. Next we show that
we may assume that N is quasisimple, i.e., that G is an automorphism
Ž . Ž Ž ..group of a quasisimple group: a Lemma 3.5 tells us that if O Z G  1,p
Ž .then N is quasisimple; b Lemma 3.7 tells us that we may assume that N
Ž Ž ..is quasisimple when O Z G  1.p
We are left with the list of cases to be checked given in Proposition 3.8.
Section 4 consists of the case-by-case verification of Conjecture 1.1 for
Ž .each of the possibilities for G where NZ G is given in the list, and so
completes the proof.
Ž .COROLLARY 5.1. When plr G  2 and B is a p-block of G with abelian
defect groups, then the assertion of Dade’s projectie conjecture is equial-
Ž . Ž Ž . .ent to the statement that k G, B,   k N D , B,  for each d d G
Ž Ž Ž ...Irr O Z G and each integer d.p
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 1.3, the equivalence of Dade’s
 and Robinson’s conjectures demonstrated in 12 , and the discussion of
 Robinson’s conjecture for blocks with abelian defect groups found in 22 .
Remark. Similar results may be applied to cancel chains  : Q  0
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .Q and  where plr N   1 such as occurs when plr G n n1 G n1
. Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . . Žn and w N  , B, Q  w N  , B, Q  0 which occurs, for ex-G 0 G n1 0
 .ample, when B has abelian defect groups
this is discussed in 23 .
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